I don't know

Insufficient change management

Our processes and systems do

To understand how Genpact can help you transform, "We architect digital technologies, and a design-thinking approach, management practices, the power of analytics and through the combination of classic Lean organizations from wasting millions of dollars. A new approach is emerging that can stop back office, companies will not see the benefits from business outcomes, across the front, middle and without aligning technology or analytics decisions to the alignment imperative.

Where does your organization struggle most?

talent struggles for digital technologies while access to budget and digital technologies and analytics.

Legacy system integration is a challenge for both technologies and analytics implementing digital range of challenges when areas for organizations, with increasing growth in Automation, analytics and workflow are key focus significantly in the past year The focus on digital improvements is generating material impact organizations.

The majority of respondents have a high or extremely high focus on digital technologies and analytics in their plans for improving business operations? How much emphasis is there on digital technologies and analytics? This is despite the role digital technologies and analytics can revolutionize businesses. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work.

The alignment imperative

Is your organization realizing the expected outcomes to maximize ROI?

65% 46%

The majority of respondents are not yet seeing great technology and analytics benefits from digital technologies, and a design-thinking approach, management practices, the power of analytics and through the combination of classic Lean organizations from wasting millions of dollars. A new approach is emerging that can stop back office, companies will not see the benefits from business outcomes, across the front, middle and without aligning technology or analytics decisions to the alignment imperative.

Where does your organization struggle most?

talent struggles for digital technologies while access to budget and digital technologies and analytics.

Legacy system integration is a challenge for both technologies and analytics implementing digital range of challenges when areas for organizations, with increasing growth in Automation, analytics and workflow are key focus significantly in the past year The focus on digital improvements is generating material impact organizations.

The majority of respondents have a high or extremely high focus on digital technologies and analytics in their plans for improving business operations? How much emphasis is there on digital technologies and analytics? This is despite the role digital technologies and analytics can revolutionize businesses. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work. When fully harnessed, digital technologies and analytics can way businesses work.